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Day breaks upon the Sekigahara mountain pass. Two armies stand ready to claim the future
of Japan. The year is 1600, two years after Toyotomi Hideyoshi died leaving a son too young
to rule. The council of regents has split into two factions, each determined to seize power.
Mist rises from the mountain pass revealing armies on either side poised for battle. Only the
victor will witness the beginning of a new era in the history of Japan.

RULES FOR PLAYING
COMPONENTS
What you will need to play Akebono™:

• game board showing the Sekigahara mountain pass and bronze valor medals
for tracking each player’s valor in battle,

• 34 playing pieces, 17 red and 17 white,
• 34 stands (fold and insert each playing piece into a stand),
• 2 stones, one red and one white,
• 4 dice, two red and two white.

OVERVIEW
Each has warrior units at his disposal represented by the playing pieces bearing the
Japanese titles of the unit depicted. They are: tairô (regent), daimyô (feudal lord), samurai
(warrior), ashigaru (footsoldier), teppo-tai (musket bearing footsoldier), and ninja (assassin).
The number on each playing piece depicts its defense value, indicating the effort required
to defeat it. Since early Japanese muskets took a long time to reload, teppo-tai must rely
on other units to help defend them.
The game board depicts the mountainous region of Sekigahara, the scene of the decisive
battle in 1600 that ushered in the Edo period of Japanese history. The numbers in a space
represents the relative difficulty of traversing or doing battle in that space based on the
terrain. Value (1) spaces represent the road that winds through Sekigahara. Value (2) and
(3) spaces represent fields. Values (4) and (5) spaces represent forests at the base of the
mountains. Value (6) spaces represent the rocky mountains of Sekigahara.

SETUP
Place the game board between the players. The white arrows along the sides of the board
indicate the midpoint between the players. Either set of arrows may be used (board may
be rotated). Each player uses the bronze valor medals closest to him.

A game for 2 players ages 12 and up.
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Each player takes the playing pieces, dice, and stone of one color and places his stone
on the value (0) medal of valor space closest to him.
The ninja pieces are placed to one side until later in the game (see below).
Both players then simultaneously place his remaining pieces on the game board in any
space on his half of the board.

No one may place a piece in a space that extends beyond the midpoint.

Each player may change the position of his pieces before a player is randomly selected
to take the first turn, so long as it doesn’t unduly delay the start of play.

GAME PLAY
One player is chosen at random to take the first turn. On his turn a player must do the
following (each step is explained in detail below).

• Roll both dice and add together to determine battle points,

• Use battle points for the following:

– Move a piece into an adjacent space by spending as many battle points
as the value of the terrain plus any enemy piece therein (if any),

– Defeat any enemy piece,

– On a roll of doubles, add one ninja to any one unoccupied space with
a value of (6),

• Add valor  points gained during the turn.

SPENDING VALOR POINTS
Before allocating battle points, a player may spend one valor point (decreases his valor
points by one space) to roll an additional die and add it to his total.
A player may not spend more than one valor point in his turn.
If, after rolling a third die, the player has doubles, then he must place one ninja and may
use the remaining die in any way (including an assassination, see below).

ALLOCATING BATTLE POINTS
After rolling, a player may spend any or all of his battle points by moving any unit or
units under his command including his tairô. A player does not have to spend any or all
of his battle points.

Moving a Piece
A player may move any piece of his color into any adjacent space by spending battle
points equal to the value of that space PLUS the value of any enemy piece in that space.
If there is no enemy piece in that space, then the cost to move into that space is equal
to the value of that space.



A player may not move into or through a space containing one of his own pieces. A tairô
may not be moved into a space occupied by another piece.
A player may move any number of pieces any number of spaces so long as he has
enough battle points to do so. Movement can be in any direction and may change from
space to space. A player may not move a piece outside the hex spaces.

A piece which is used to defeat an enemy piece may not be moved again in the
same turn.

Defeating an Enemy Piece
A player may defeat an enemy piece by moving a piece of his color into the space
occupied by an enemy piece. A player may move a piece any number of spaces before
attacking an enemy piece. A piece which has been used to defeat an enemy piece may
not be moved or used again in the same turn.
A player may make as many attacks as he has battle points to do so.
Defeated pieces are removed from the board and placed near the attacking player.
Accumulated pieces will count towards valor points (see below).
A tairô piece may neither defeat nor be defeated by another piece, though it may be
used to capture an enemy tairô.

Teppo-tai
Teppo-tai pieces may be used to defeat an enemy at a distance. To do so, a player spends
as many battle points as if he were to move the teppo-tai into the space occupied by the
enemy piece to be defeated, but without moving the teppo-tai piece into that space.
A teppo-tai may only defeat a piece at a distance when there is a straight line of empty
spaces (in any direction) between the teppo-tai piece and the enemy piece. A teppo-tai
may be moved before being used in this way.
A player may also use a teppo-tai piece to defeat an enemy piece in the conventional
way by moving it into the space occupied by the enemy piece.
Teppo-tai pieces have a defensive value of 1 unless they are adjacent to a piece of the
same color (including the tairô), in which case they have a defensive value of 3.

Adding an Ninja to the Board

A player with at least 1 unplaced ninja who rolls doubles (either initially or after
rolling a third die) MUST use the doubles to place one ninja onto the board.

A ninja may only be placed into any unoccupied space with a value of (6). If no value
(6) space is unoccupied, then the ninja may be placed into any unoccupied space of the
active player’s choosing. Once placed, ninjas may be used like any other piece.

Assassination
A player who spends a valor point to roll a third die (see below) and gets a set of doubles
may use the entire roll to assassinate an opposing piece.



The doubles are spent to place the ninja onto any value (6) space occupied by an opposing
piece with a value of up to the remaining die. That opposing piece is defeated.

For Example: A player with a roll of 3, 3, and 4 may assassinate any opposing
piece with a value of up to and including 4 (anything but an opposing samurai)
occupying a value (6) space.

EARNING VALOR POINTS
A player earns one valor point for every unique pair of defeated pieces of the same type
(daimyô, samurai, etc.). No defeated piece may be used to complete more than one pair.
Valor points are earned immediately upon defeating a piece that completes a unique
pair. A player may have no more than four valor points at any given time.

CAPTURING A TAIRÔ
A player captures his opponent’s tairô by moving and/or placing any TWO pieces of his
color including his own tairô into spaces adjacent to his opponent’s tairô.
A player is permitted to move his tairô piece into a space which is adjacent to two or
more enemy pieces, thereby ending the game

ENDING THE GAME
The game ends immediately (active player may not finish his turn) when a player either
captures his opponent’s tairô or defeats all three of his opponent’s daimyô.

WINNING
At the end of the game, each player scores as follows:

• A player scores two points for defeating all of any type of enemy piece except
daimyô (for example, a player defeating all three of his opponent’s samurai
and all five of his opponent’s ashigaru earns two points for the samurai and
two points for the ashigaru),

• A player scores four points for defeating all three of his opponent’s daimyô,
• A player who captures his opponent’s tairô scores as many points as the

value of the space in which the tairô is captured,
• Valor points are worth one point each.

The player with the most points is the winner. In the event of a tie, the player who captured
his opponent’s tairô or all three opposing daimyô is declared the winner.
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